Artificial Intelligence Solutions Challenge

Sunday, March 17
9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.
Future Hub, Booth #146

The ACC is partnering with AngelMD to host the ACC.19 Innovation Challenge. Hear from the four Artificial Intelligence Solutions finalists as they pitch solutions to unique challenges within cardiology. Learn about their products and services, plus as part of the audience, you’ll get to vote for the winner!
Meet Angel: the world’s first AI and voice enabled Virtual Nurse Assistant that delivers continuous, personalized care monitoring, management and engagement using an omni-channel approach, starting with a simple phone call. Real-time alerts expedite interventions, improve outcomes and reduce clinical/operational costs.

HealthPals is VC-backed population data company that has pioneered a new field in digital health - Precision Prevention - which leverages millions of life-years of real-world patient data, guideline-driven medical evidence, and AI to produce actionable, evidence-based, and AI-optimized treatment plans for every patient within a health system. HealthPals is actively transforming how patient care is delivered.

Moving Analytics helps hospitals implement virtual cardiac rehab and secondary prevention programs for cardiovascular disease. Their mission is to conquer cardiovascular disease through programs that leverage science, technology and design to empower people to improve their health and quality of life.

RecoverLINK is a digital health technology that provides heart failure outpatients with an education and intervention program to improve care transitions.